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A Lifetime Income to age 120+
A steady income paid every month from your Tontine IRA™ which auto-refills over time
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An Income that Rises over time
Expect a rising income to offset the effects of inflation due to the 'Tontine' effect
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FDIC Insured Assets up to $10m
Each Tontine IRA™ invests in a basket of CDs to obtain total FDIC insurance of up to $10m
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Low Fees & No Commissions
Our unbeatable low fees preserve more income for retirees
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Take Care of Your Kids Sooner
Having a lifetime income makes it safer to pass on wealth to your kids when they need it most
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Flexibility & Control
Pause or increase contributions, bring forward or defer your income with a click.
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Secured by your smile
We use advanced facial recognition technology to guard accounts against fraud
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Coming soon

Rewards Club
Give $250 & get $250 when referred friends deposit $100,000+ into their TontineIRA™️
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Coming soon

Your Free Tontine Card
Earn discounts & rewards from preferred partners when paying with your Tontine card
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Coming soon

Joint Tontines
Secure a lifetime income for your spouse
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Coming soon

Design Your Own Portfolio
Choose from a range of approved model portfolios from the best asset managers
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Coming soon

Tontine Roth IRAs
Design a tax free lifetime income
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Coming soon

International Tontines
Join a Tontine from anywhere in the world & let your retirement income grow tax free
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DC Providers
Further incentivise your employees with a plan that will take care of them for life.
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Banks, Credit Unions & Trusts
Offer a lifetime income banking product that retains & supports your clients for decades
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Employers
Give your staff the missing lifetime income component & put their retirement worries to rest
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Schools, Churches & Nonprofits
Enable best in class, lifetime income pensions for your employees
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Coming soon

Governments & States
Provide 100% sustainable lifetime pensions without issuing guarantees or subsidies
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Coming soon

Influencers & Affiliates
Partner with us to help secure better retirements for members of your community
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About Tontine Trust
Find out more about who we are, how we got started and the mission we are on
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The Team
Meet the history making team, changing the future of retirement
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Our Advisors & Ambassadors
Meet the advisors guiding our mission to bring back fairness to the retirement world
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Who we work with
See our best in class banks, trusts, law firms and tax advisory partners.
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Transparency Policy
Read more about our award winning commitment to radical transparency
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Investor Relations
Join us as we democratize the lifetime income market globally
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Tontines in the News
See the latest news on tontines & retirement
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Videos & Interviews
Rewatch our TV appearances, seminars & townhalls
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Research & Whitepapers
Read the latest academic papers and research supporting Tontine pension plans
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Blog
Read the latest news & opinions from Tontine Trust
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Influencers & Affiliates
Coming soon
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Tontine research
Everything related to Tontine Trust and research behind it.
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Can providers and savers collaborate for a better pension?
Research paper suggesting that tontine style pensions could be backed by...
Learn more
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Can providers and savers collaborate for a better pension?
Research paper suggesting that tontine style pensions could be backed by...
Learn more
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A Short History of Tontines
by Kent McKeever - Fordham Journal of Corporate & Financial Law...
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May 19, 2023
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The Tontine Puzzle
by An Chen and Manuel Rach
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Apr 3, 2023
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Can Tontines save the $1.5T Canadian pension disconnect?
Canada's National Institute on Ageing cites tontine style pensions as an...
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Feb 17, 2022
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UK government: CDCs are important pensions innovation
UK government sets out proposals as to how a CDC scheme...
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Feb 17, 2022
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Retirement Tontines: Classical finance for retirement income
by J. Mark Iwry, Claire Haldeman, William G. Gale, David C...
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Oct 31, 2020
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Tontines: A Practitioner's Guide to Mortality-Pooled Investments
by Richard K. Fullmer & CFA Institute Research Foundation
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May 4, 2019
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From Tontines to Annuities (in 20 minutes)
by Moshe A. Milevsky
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Apr 18, 2019
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A Mutual Fund to Yield Annuity-Like Benefits
by Ralph Goldsticker, CFA
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Jan 2, 2019
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Individual Tontine Accounts
by Richard K. Fullmer & Michael J. Sabin
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Jul 17, 2018
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Tontine Pensions
by Jonathan Barry Foreman & Michael J. Sabin
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Apr 20, 2015
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Website TermsPrivacy Policy
© 2024 Tontine Trust Advisors LLC ('Tontine Trust'). All rights reserved.

Tontine Trust is a fintech enabling consumer-friendly lifetime income retirement products such as the state of the art TontineIRA™ via banks, chartered trust companies and credit unions (each a ‘Bank’).

Banking, trustee and fiduciary services in the US are provided by partner Banks which are regulated in the US to act as fiduciaries on behalf of US Tontine IRA™ accountholders (‘members’).

Tontine Trust provides and operates the TontineIRA™ administration and record-keeping platform on behalf of and under the supervision of the Banks.

Tontine Trust is not a Bank or a trust company and does not provide banking & fiduciary services other than certain administrative services in a ministerial capacity as the Trust Advisors to the Tontine IRA™s.

No information on this website or the platforms provided by Tontine Trust should be taken as constituting individual advice to you. The information is informational and of general guidance only. Tontine Trust does not provide investment management services, financial advice, banking or fiduciary services.

The choices you make or do not make around the investment of your retirement account are your own responsibility. Neither Tontine Trust nor the Banks can be held responsible for any financial loss arising from your retirement choices or lack of them.

The amounts and duration of the lifetime income from the Tontine IRA™ are indicative only. By design, neither the amounts nor the duration of retirement income payments from a tontine plan are fixed or guaranteed. 

Based upon many years of research and development, the TontineIRA™ platform displays reasonable best estimates of what level of income you can expect to receive over the course of your lifetime. These estimates are constantly reviewed (sometimes nightly) to incorporate any effects on expected incomes caused by changes in interest rates, investment returns, life expectancy and/or the actual mortality experience of members sharing the same tontine.

The Banks we work with are required to manage US trust assets in accordance with the Uniform Prudent Investor Act. 

To ensure maximum security of capital and income for members, the Tontine IRA™ assets will be invested by the Banks in a basket of FDIC insured deposits such that each up Tontine IRA™ account can obtain FDIC coverage up to approximately $10m of assets per member.

Note that while the deposits made on behalf of the Tontine IRA™s are FDIC insured, the IRA accounts themselves are not a deposit or other obligation of, or guaranteed by a Bank or state chartered trust company and are not directly insured by the FDIC. Therefore they should be considered as being subject to investment risks, including a possible loss on the principal amount invested, for example when a member passes away before they have received total income in excess of their original contribution to the TontineIRA™.






